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RULES AND REGULATIONS
1.General
PACE Institute of Technology & Sciences, Ongole has been sponsored by Srinivasa
Educational Society and established during the year 2008. The Institute is approved by AICTE,
New Delhi and affiliated to Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University (JNTU), Hyderabad.
Consequent to the formation of JNTU, Kakinada and the Institute is now affiliated to JNTU,
Kakinada.
1.1 Preamble:
These rules and regulations shall be called as ‘The PACE Institute of Technology &
Sciences, Ongole Rules and Regulations’. They shall come into effect from 1st July, 2008.
1.2 Definitions:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

v)
vi)
vii)

viii)

ix)
x)

‘College/Institute’ means ‘PACE Institute of Technology & Sciences Ongole and
any other institute established on the same campus by the same Management.
‘Management’ means the Management Committee of the College constituted as per
the A.P. State Government norms.
‘Governing Body’ means the Governing Body of the College constituted as per the
A.P. State Government norms.
Constitution of Governing Body: It shall comprise of representatives from the
Management (usually Chairman and or Correspondent), Principal of the College, one
JNTU nominee, one academician (with good reputation) and one well known
industrialist or an eminent person.
‘Chairman’ means the Chairman of the Governing Body of the College.
‘University’ means Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad.
Consequent to the formation of JNTU,Kakinada, it now means JNTU, Kakinada.
‘Principal’ means the Principal of the College or any other person (Director)
authorized by the Management to discharge the duties and responsibilities of the
Principal whatever may be his/her designation, otherwise.
‘Employee’ means a person who is employed by the College including
Principal/Director and Vice Principal excluding those who are engaged on part time
basis or on daily wages.
‘Vacation’ means any recess in an academic year which is a minimum of 10 days.
‘Vacation Staff’ mean employees who are allowed to avail vacation. All other
employees are deemed to be ‘non-vacation staff’.

‘Teaching Staff’ comprises of the following Categories:
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Principal
Vice Principal
Professor
Associate professor
Assistant professor
Any other category of post declared so by the Management.

‘Technical (Supporting) Staff’ comprises of the following categories:
a) Foreman
b) Programmers, Asst. Programmers, Data entry operators, Technician and Lab Assistants.
‘Non-Technical Staff’ comprises of the following categories
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Office Superintendent
Senior Assistant
Junior Assistant
Steno cum P.A to principal
Typist
Record Assistant
Attender
Driver
Vehicles Maintenance Staff

‘Competent Authority’: Chairman/Correspondent/Secretary in the case of Principal and Principal
in the case of other employees.
‘Duty’ – An employee, discharging the duties of the post to which he/she is appointed or he/she
is undergoing teaching prescribed for the post.
When the employee is absent from duty on authorized holidays on permitted vacation or when
availing any leave sanctioned by the competent authority. When the employee is attending
conferences, seminars, summer schools, winter schools, workshops, refresher courses,
orientation courses, faculty improvement programmes etc., duly permitted by the competent
authority. When the employees is attending to the work assigned by the competent authority in
the interest of college/management.
‘Leave’ means leave granted by competent authority to an employee to which he/she is eligible.
‘Pay’ means basic pay on the time scale or basic pay with special pay/allowance as the case may
be.
‘Year’ means Calendar year/Financial Year/Academic year as the case may be.
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III. APPOINTMENTS:
The Management is the competent authority to appoint any employee. The appointment
orders shall be issued by the Management or Principal on behalf of the Management, if
authorized so.
Qualifications:
The qualification, age, experience etc., shall be as per AICTE/JNTU in respect of
teaching staff and as per A.P. State Government /JNTU norms in respect of non-teaching staff.
Staff Selection
The rules prescribed for the selection of employees, from time to time by
AICTE/University/Government of A.P. shall be followed:
i)

ii)

iii)

Staff Selection Committee shall be constituted as per the G.O.Ms.No. 525 Edn (n)
Dept, dated. 29-11-83 and subsequent Notification for filling up teaching and nonteaching posts.
A Post shall be filled up by direct recruitment through open advertisement or by
promotion from among qualified and eligible internal candidates, as directed by the
Governing body.
The Management/Governing body may in special circumstances appoint eligible
persons by invitation/deputation/contract basis year after year upto a period of five
years or a maximum age of sixty five years.

Probation
The initial appointments to the posts shall usually be made on probation for a period of
two years. Persons appointed to a higher post by Promotion/Selection shall be on probation for a
period of one year only.
The Management/Governing Body upon the recommendations of
the Principal for valid and sufficient reasons may extend the probation period of an employee for
such a period as may be found necessary or terminate his/her services after due notice.
The employee is deemed to have been on probation until the order declaring satisfactory
completion of probation period is communicated to him, even if the stated period of probation is
completed. After confirmation, the appointee shall hold the office till the age of superannuation
unless otherwise found unsuitable to discharge his/her regular duties.
If a person having been appointed temporarily to a post is subsequently appointed
regularly, his/her probation shall commence from the date of joining in the regular post. No
application of the employee seeking employment elsewhere shall be forwarded during the
probation period. The rules governing probation shall not apply to appointments made on
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adhoc/contract/contingent basis. The services of any candidate appointed on temporary/adhoc
basis, can be terminated without any notice and without assigning any reason thereof.
IV.SENIORITY
In the case of two or more persons selected for appointment at the same time to a
category of post, the appointing authority shall fix the order of seniority among them as per the
merit order fixed by the Selection Committee.
V. Pay, Allowance, Increments:
1. Pay: AICTE/UGC scales of pay as applicable from time to time shall be adopted to the posts
classified as teaching staff.
A.P. State Government/university scales of pay as applicable from time to time shall be
adopted to the posts classified as non-teaching staff.
2. Allowances:
Dearness allowance, house rent allowance and other allowances as per A.P.State Govt
rates and rules as extended by the Management be adopted from time to time to all regular
employees of the college.
3. Sanction of Increments:
a) The University Staff Selection Committee is the competent authority to recommend advanced
increment to the candidates selected based on their qualification/specialization/and experience.
b) Regular Increments:
Increments shall be sanctioned by the Principal only on satisfactory performance of the
employee as recommended by the Head of the Department as per the prescribed proforma. In
the case of HOD, Principal is the sanctioning authority. In the case of Principal,
Chairman/Correspondent is the sanctioning authority. In the case of employees in the office and
other supporting staff, Principal is the sanctioning authority as recommended by the Manager as
per the prescribed proforma. The Management shall have the authority to withhold an increment
for a certain period not exceeding one year as a disciplinary measure on sufficient and valid
reasons, and after giving a fair and reasonable opportunity to the employee to defend himself.
However, such withholding of an increment shall not have cumulative effect.
c) The Governing Body/Management shall be the competent authority to implement career
advancement scheme as per relevant U.G.C/University/A.P.Govt.norms.
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VI. General Services Conditions:
1. All the employees of the College shall be subject to the general disciplinary and conduct
rules of the College and should follow the professional responsibilities of the faculty.
2. All the employees of the College are required to be present in the college throughout the
working hours of the college on all working days.
3. An employee of the college shall devote his/her whole time to the service of the college
and shall not engage directly or indirectly in any trade or business or private tuition or
any other work which is likely to interfere with the proper discharge of his/her duties.
This provision shall not apply to academic work relating to university examinations,
question paper setting, delivering guest lecturers and any other work undertaken with the
prior permission of the Principal/Management.
4. An employee may be placed under suspension by the appointing authority pending
enquiry into framed charges by giving the employee a fair chance to represent his/her
case. Principal is empowered to suspend any employee if it is in the interest of the
college and report his action to the Management, and the University as the case may be.
5. The services of the employee, probationer or temporary or permanent, are liable to be
terminated, on grounds of fraud, gross indiscipline, negligence of duties, prolonged
illness, disability to discharge his/her official duties satisfactorily etc., giving 3 months
notice or 3 months salary in lieu thereof in respect of regular employee and one month
notice in respect of a probationer. The employee concerned, however, shall be given full
and fair opportunity to represent his/her case before effecting such termination. In all
such cases, the A.P. State Government Rules in force shall be applicable. There is no
necessity to issue such notice to the probationers.
6. No application of an employee seeking employment elsewhere shall be forwarded during
the period of probation. On completion of probation, not more than two applications of
an employee per academic year (June to July) shall be forwarded for outside jobs.
7. An employee shall have to give three months notice in case he/she desires to be relieved
on resignation or alternatively he/she shall pay three months salary in lieu thereof. The
resignation shall come into force from the date of accepting the resignation by the
Management/Principal or date of his/her relief whichever is earlier.
8. For all employees in the College, an individual file and Service Register shall be
maintained with regular updating as per the A.P. State Government norms.
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II. LEAVE RULES
1. Introduction
Leave is a provision to stay away from work for genuine reasons with prior approval of the
authorities. It may be granted for a casual purpose or a planned activity, on medical grounds or in
extra-ordinary conditions. Leave cannot be claimed as a matter of right. Accordingly, leave rules
and norms have been categorized under various heads. Vacation and leave are governed by a set
of rules and norms as laid down by the Chairman of the Governing Body from time to time. The
following leave rules and norms give details about the different types of leave and how they can
be availed off. Certain rules are common to both Teaching and Non-teaching of the Institute.
Certain rules and norms have been designed specifically with reference to faculty of the Institute.
2. General Principles Regarding Grant of Leave
2.l Applicability
The provisions contained in these rules shall apply to all permanent employees of the
college. However, these leave rules doesn’t include employees under contractual basis or
services.
2.2 Right to leave
i.
Leave cannot be claimed as a matter of right and the leave sanctioning authority may
refuse or revoke leave of any kind.
ii.
To change the nature of leave, the maximum period permitted shall not exceed two
weeks.
iii.
Mere application of the leave, without proper granting of leave shall be treated as
absence without leave.
2.3 Authority empowered to sanction Leave
i.
Applications for leave shall be addressed to the Correspondent/Secretary by the Principal
and to the Principal by the other members of staff.
ii.
Sanctioning authority for the sanction of leave for the Principal shall be
Correspondent/Secretary.
iii.
For all the Leaves other than Casual Leaves to the members of the staff sanctioning
authority is the Principal or by a member of staff to whom the power has been delegated
by the Principal.
iv.
Sanction of Casual Leaves to the members of the staff both teaching and non-teaching of
the functional departments shall be made by the respective Head of the departments / Incharge HOD’s.
v.
Sanction of Casual Leaves to the staff members of Library, Exam Cell, Placement cell,
Director/ Principal’s Office, Physical Directors, Gardening, Construction, and
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vi.

Maintenance shall be made by the respective department In-charges.
Sanction of Special Casual Leaves, Academic Leaves, Half Pay Causal Leaves, On-duty
leaves, Compensatory Leaves shall be made by the Principal. Leave applications for above
mentioned leaves shall be forwarded through respective HoD’s / In-charges of respective
department to Principal.

2.4 Commencement and termination of leave
i.
Leave ordinarily begins from the date on which leave as such is actually availed and ends
on the day preceding the date on which duty is resumed.
ii.
Second Saturday, Sundays, Restricted Holidays and other Holidays or the vacation may be
prefixed as well as suffixed to any leave, subject to any limit of absence on leave
prescribed under each category of leave.
2.5 Combination of leave
Except as otherwise provided any kind of leave under these provisions may be granted in
combination with or in continuation of any other kind of leave, subject to any limits prescribed in
such cases.
2.6 Grant of leave beyond the date of retirement and in the event of Resignation
i.
No leave shall be granted beyond the date on which a member of the staff must
compulsorily retire.
ii.
An employee who has served notice for resignation shall be eligible for CL’s on pro rata
basis and they are not eligible for any other leaves, Provided that the Principal may, in any
case, grant leaves to an employee prior to his/her resignation if, in the opinion of the
Principal, the circumstances of the case justify such grant of leave.
2.7 Conversion of one kind of leave into another kind
Leave of any kind taken earlier can be converted into leave of any other kind at a later
date on an application within 30 days of joining duty after leave by the employee, and at the
discretion of the leave sanctioning authority subject to adjustment of leave salary.
2.8 Rejoining of duty on return from Leave on medical grounds
i.
An employee who has been granted leave on medical certificate is required to produce a
medical certificate of fitness before resuming duty.
ii.
Leave sanctioning authority may secure second medical opinion, if considered necessary.
2.9 Rejoining of duty before the expiry of leave
Except with the permission of the authority, which granted leave, no member of the staff
on leave may return to duty before the expiry of the period of leave granted to him.
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2.10 Maximum period of absence from duty
i.
No member of the Service shall be granted leave of any kind for a continuous period
exceeding five years.
ii.
Unless the Chairman of the Governing Body, in view of the special circumstances of the
case, determines otherwise, a member of the service who remains absent from duty for a
continuous period exceeding five years other than on foreign service, whether with or
without leave, shall be deemed to have resigned from the service.
2.11 General
i.
Leave should always be applied for and sanctioned before it is taken, except in cases of
emergency and for satisfactory reasons.
ii.
Absence from duty after expiry of leave entails disciplinary action.
iii.
Absence without leave will constitute an interruption in service
iv.
A staff on leave should not, take up any service or employment elsewhere without
obtaining prior sanction of the competent authority.
v.
At any time not more than 30% in a department may be granted leave.
vi.
Probationary employees may note that they cannot avail any other leaves except Casual
Leave as per the norms.
3. Kinds of Leave:
The following kinds of leave shall be admissible to the members of the staff of this
Institute.
1. Casual Leave (CL).
2. Academic Leave (AL).
3. On-Duty (O.D).
4. Half Pay Causal Leaves (HPCL).
5. Maternity Leave (MTL).
6. Study Leave (Full-Time).
7. Study Leave (Part-Time).
8. Summer Vacation and Permissions.
3.1 Casual Leave (CL)
i.
Casual Leave is not earned by duty. A staff on CL is not treated as absent from duty. CL
cannot be claimed as of right and is subject to a maximum of 15 days in a calendar year.
ii.
Second Saturdays, Sundays, restricted holiday and holidays, whether intervening, prefixed
or sufficed, shall not be counted as Casual Leave.
iii.
A staff member can avail only one leave in a month. However, they can avail the
preceding month’s CL in the subsequent months, if they are not availed in the past. The
left over three days CL (out of 15 days CL in a year) may be availed in advance from the
month of July in a calendar year.
iv.
CL can be taken for half a day also.
v.
Staff appointed and joined duty during the middle of a year may avail of CL on pro rata
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basis.
3.2 Academic Leave (AL):
Academic leave may be granted when a staff member attends conferences/ seminars/
workshops/ refresher courses/ symposia/ practical training/ judge for paper presentations/
conference chairs/ guest lectures etc. shall be entitled to Academic leave maximum amount of 6
days in a calendar year.
Priority need to be followed in forwarding a recommendation for participation is as
follows:
i.
In the order of seniority duly taking into account whether the faculty in the given
academic year has already attended any seminar/workshops/ Symposium.
ii.
Area of research/teaching
iii.
Retired faculty considered on requirement basis
iv.
Paper Presentations considered without any discretion.
v.
Given faculty in a given academic year may get a second opportunity provided at least
50% of faculty covered in the discipline/department.
vi.
The above is only a general priority. In specific cases discretion may be used keeping in
view of institution interest.
vii.
Permission for participation may be refused to those who have attended a similar
program within the last six months.
viii.
At any given time not more than 2 faculties from a given department be
deputed/permitted.
ix.
Refresher courses for Non- teaching technical staff in their line of duty can be
considered for academic leave.
3.3 On-Duty (O.D.) Leave:
On-Duty leave may be granted when a staff member is attending Examination related
work such as lab external examiner/ project external examiner / observer, or any other
institutional related work assigned by Principal / Director. (Faculty members are allowed only
one spell per semester in case of JNTUK valuation).
3.4 Half Pay Causal Leave (HPCL):
i.
The HPCL admissible to a member of the staff shall be 10 full days in a calendar year
for teaching staff and for Non-teaching staff. For availing of HPCL Minimum two year
service in the college is necessary.
ii.
HPCL can be accumulated up to 180 days.
3.5 Maternity Leave (MTL):
i.
Maternity Leave may be granted to a female staff with less than two surviving children,
for a period of up to 90 days from the date of its commencement.
ii.
Maternity Leave shall not be debited to the leave account.
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iii.
iv.

v.

vi.
vii.
viii.

Maternity Leave may be combined with leave of any other kind except Casual Leave.
Minimum 2 years service in the college with a commitment of at least 1 year service
bond after leave is required for availing of maternity leave for the staff member for the
first delivery.
Minimum 5 years service in the college with a commitment of at least 1 year service
bond after leave is required for availing of maternity leave for the staff member for the
second delivery.
Maternity Leave is available for the desiring woman staff for three months un-paid
leave for those who have less than two years of service in the institution.
Based on medical reports the maternity leave can be extended up to one month with
salary unpaid.
During maternity leave, leave salary equal to last pay drawn is admissible.

3.6 Study Leave (Full Time):
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

x.

xi.

Study leave is granted to staff with not less than five years of service in the college for
a course leading to Ph.D/PDF and not less than three years of service in the college for
technical staff for course leading to diploma.
Course should be certified to be of definite advantage to the Institute interest.
The Principal should approve the particular study to grant leave.
The faculty on his/her return should submit a full report on the work done during study
leave, meanwhile periodical review of the work should be submitted year-wise for
Ph.D./ PDF.
Study leave is not admissible
a. For studies out of India if facilities for such studies exist in India;
b. To an employee due to retire within three years on return from the study leave;
Maximum period of study leave is 36 months for Ph.D. and one year for PDF.
Study leave shall not be debited to the leave account.
Faculty who wish to avail this Study Leave (Full-Time) has to execute Three years
service bond after completion of their Ph. D./ PDF.
Requisite Bonds in the prescribed forms are required to be executed by the faculty
before proceeding on study leave. The bond amount will be decided by the Chairman of
the Governing Body.
If the course falls short of the study leave, the faculty should resume duty on conclusion
of the course; or the excess period may be treated as ordinary leave with the leave
sanctioning authority’s prior approval.
Leave Salary for Ph.D./ PDF:
Basic salary during the period for NIT/ IIT and 50 % of Basic pay in case of Universities
for Ph.D./ PDF with other commitments being the same.
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xii.
xiii.

Non-teaching technical staffs are eligible for study leave for up gradation of skills in
their functional line like pursuing Diploma from ITI
Leave Salary for Diploma:
a. Technical staff pursuing Diploma course in his/her functional line can be given
tuition fee support if he/she gives a commitment to serve in the institution for at least
two years.
b. Technical staff pursuing Diploma course in his/her functional line can be given basic
salary support if he/she gives a commitment to serve in the institution for at least
three years.

3.7 Study Leave (Part Time)
i.
Study Leave is granted to staff with not less than five years of service in the college for
course leading to Ph. D., and not less than five years of service in the college for
technical staff for course leading to Diploma.
ii.
Course should be certified to be of definite advantage to the Institute interest.
iii.
The Principal should approve the particular study to grant leave.
iv.
The employee on his/her return should submit a full report on the work done during
study leave.
v.
Study leave is not admissible to an employee due to retire within three years on return
from the study leave;
vi.
Faculty members who have registered for Ph. D. (part time), they can avail 7 days leave
for 1st year, 7 days leave for 2nd year, 10 days leave for 3rd year and 15 days leave for
4th year from their date of registration. Staff members who have more than 5 years of
experience in this institution are eligible to avail this study leave.
vii.
Study leave shall not be debited to the leave account.
viii.
Employees who wish to avail this Study Leave (Part- Time) have to execute two year
service bond after completion of their Ph.D.
ix.
Requisite Bonds in the prescribed forms are required to be executed by the faculty
before proceeding on study leave. The bond amount will be decided by the Chairman of
the Governing Body.
3.8 Summer Vacation and Other Norms
i.
Teaching staff will get minimum 3 weeks and non-teaching staff will get 2 weeks of
summer vacation every year.
However, probationary employees can not avail summer vacation.
ii.
Staff members may be permitted maximum 2 permissions in a month with a total
duration of one hour. If there are more than two permissions in a month, it will be
converted into a half-day CL.
iii.
Staff members are not given CCL (Compensatory Casual Leaves) under any
circumstances for any work assigned by Principal/ Director.
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III. BENEFITS FOR STAFF
1. Quality Improvement (Q.I.P.)
Faculty members are sponsored for higher study on deputation under QIP Scheme. One
staff member from each department can be sponsored at one occasion on seniority basis.
2. Group Insurance
College provides group insurance to teaching staff up to a limit of Rs.1,00,000/- and
Rs.50,000/- for non-teaching staff. College is providing health insurance to teaching staff with
contribution from staff. Sum assured depends upon the salary.
3. Professional Body memberships:
College provides 50% of membership fee for one Professional Body membership for the
faculty having at least two years of service in the college.
4. Financial support to faculty members to attend FDPs
Faculty members are allowed financial support to attend Faculty Development Programs
TA/ DA (as per prevailing rules) and registration fee will be provided. Faculty members can
avail this facility for two times maximum in an academic year.
5. Faculty Research & Publications
i.
International Conference (Paper Presentation) Cash Reward: Rs. 1000/ii.
Any international journal (for Asst. Professors only) Cash Reward: Rs. 1000/iii.
Papers published in SCI journals cash reward: Rs. 5000/- (for the first author only).
iv.
Book publication, cash reward: Rs. 5000/-.
v.
Faculty members can not avail incentive for more than two conferences in an academic
year, and they can not avail for more than two publications in journals.
6. Add on facilities to Staff
i.
College provides all facilities to arrange the bank loan for the interested staff.
ii.
The management is planning to provide Laptop to the faculties who have a minimum three
years service in the institute.
iii.
The management provides salary advance to the faculties at the emergency.
iv.
The management provides Laptops to the HoD’s and professors.
v.
The management provides A/C bus facility for transport to HoDs and professors.
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7. Travelling Allowance, Daily Allowance, Local Transport
Employees of the College, when deputed to any outstations shall be entitled to
‘Travelling Allowance’, ‘Daily Allowance’ and other expenditure they incur which shall be
regulated as under:
NOTE: It is a fundamental principle that allowance is not to be a source of profit and no
allowance is granted to cover the expenses of family members accompanying them when
travelling on duty.
GRADES:
All the staff, both teaching and non-teaching, are classified into two grades as follows:
Grade-I
All the regular teaching staff of Assistant Professor Cadre and above.
Grade-II
All the non-teaching staff and other employees.
*Employee of Grade-I are eligible to travel by 1st Class. All the other employees are
eligible to travel by II class.
Daily Allowance
Daily Allowance admissible to different grades of employees shall be as noted below:
Town/City
Category of Employee
A
B
C
Grade-I

400/-

300/-

200/-

Grade-II

300/-

200/-

150/-

For the purpose of claiming D.A., the absence of the employees from the headquarters is
reckoned i.e., the time between the officer left the headquarters and the time he returned to the
headquarters shall be taken. For periods less than 24 hours absence, the following rates are
admissible.
Absence less than 6 hours
Absence more than 6 hours, but
less than 12 hours
Absence more than 12 hours

………
……….
………..

Note:
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No D.A
Half D.A
Full D.A

1. Regarding the interpretation of these rules and on any other point which is not covered under
these rules, the decision of the Management of the College without affecting the general
interest of the employees and the college is final.
2. The Management reserves the right to amend any of the above rules and regulations in the
interest of the College without affecting the genereal interest of the employees.
Allowance for presenting papers in Seminars/Conferences etc,.
The regular Teaching Staff, who are sponsored for presenting papers in
seminars/conferences, are eligible to travel by 1st class in addition to reimbursement of
registration fee. No. D.A is admissible. This facility is limited to once in an academic year i.e.
July-June.
Allowances for attending Seminars, QIP Courses, Refresher Courses etc.,
The regular teaching staffs who are permitted to attend the seminars as delegates, and to
undergo QIP courses, refresher courses etc., are eligible to travel by II Sleeper class. No D.A…
is admissible. This provision is not extended when the organizing agency is meeting T.A.

OTHER REGULATIONS
Dress Code:
All the employees will wear formal dress or any other dress as prescribed by the
Management. Students should also attend the college in the prescribed dress. Adherence to
dress regulation is mandatory as it is envisaged to promote self-esteem, inner-discipline,
fraternity, uniformity, and a sense of belonging to the institution. The Management will issue a
separate Notification as regards dress code is concerned. However, Pending Notification, the
male faculty members will wear formal dress with a tie and the female members will wear sarees
while on duty. But they will wear suit on all important occasions and ceremonial programmes,
including Independence Day and Republic Day.
Medium of Instruction:
The medium of instruction in the college is English. All the faculty members have to
teach the subjects in English only. It is mandatory. They have to speak and write in correct and
good English and simplify the complex and amplify the important by using effective
communication skills and innovative teaching methodology. They shall also develop all the four
dimensions of communication skills in the students, namely, listening, speaking, reading and
writing skills, so as to make them globally competitive and professionally successful.
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Committees:
Committees will be constituted consisting members of the faculty or any other
members as deemed necessary for achieving excellence in academics and other curricular and
co-curricular activities, such as, academic committee, disciplinary committee, cultural
committee, sports committee, women empowerment committee, etc. The functions of the
committees will be defined by the college authorities and the members will endeavour to achieve
the objectives of the committees to the best of their abilities and submit their reports to the
competent authority for review and further action.
Mentoring system:
The concept of mentors will be implemented to counsel, guide and motivate the
mentees (the students) to achieve the over-all development of their performance. The mentors
will act as role models to the mentees. The Principal, in consultation with the Management and
the faculty, will prepare and issue detailed schemes and devise an effective mechanism to
monitor the implementation of the scheme in order to achieve peak performance of each student
in academics and other competitive examinations and tests. It is envisioned to fix a bench-mark
to each mentee, subject-wise and semester-wise and guide him to attain the benchmark or even to
exceed it.
Performance Appraisal system:
The Management will implement Performance Appraisal System/Annual Confidential
Reports to evaluate the performance of each employee, both teaching and non-teaching, in order
to improve the professionalism of the Member of Service and quality of education in the college.
The college authorities will devise an appropriate format with the required parameters, in all the
core areas, such as, targets/goals, achievements, shortcomings, constraints, areas of exceptional
performance, etc and overall grade of the employee. This system will be implemented as a
positive tool for the career growth of the employees, including promotions, appointment to
higher positions, advance increments, awards, rewards etc.
Vision Statement:
Our vision is to impart futuristic technical education transforming the students technically
superior, ethically strong, self disciplined to serve the nation as a valuable resource.
Mission Statement:
Our mission is to impart quality education by providing outstanding technical resources,
cutting edge technologies, professional skills and special training by experts from leading
industry and institution and encourage the student sot participate in the conferences seminars
workshops and social activities through NSS, IETE, etc. The institute is committed to encourage
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creativity critical thinking, exposure to industry and to create self discipline, sensitivity towards
society and respect for the environment.
CONDUCT RULES FOR ALL EMPLOYEES
a) Every employee shall be governed by these rules and is liable for consequences in the
event of any breach of rules by him/her.
b) Every employee, at all times, maintains integrity, be devoted to his/her duty and also be
honest and impartial in his/her official duties and dealings. An employee shall, at all
times, be courteous and polite in his/her dealings with the Management, Principal, other
members of staff, students and with members of the public. He/she shall exhibit utmost
loyalty and shall, always, act in the interests of the college.
c) An employee shall be required to observe the scheduled hours of working during which
he/she must be present at the place of his/her work. No employee shall be absent from
duty without prior permission of the competent authority. Whenever any employee
wants to leave the station, he or she shall inform the Principal in writing through the
respective H.o.D or the Principal directly if he/she happens to be a H.O.D. the address at
which he/she would be available during the period of his/her absence from the
headquarters.
d) No employee shall be a member of a political party or shall take part in politics or be
associated with any party or organization which takes part in political activity, nor shall
subscribe to the aid or assist in any manner any political movement or activity.
e) No employee shall make any statement, publish or write through any media which has
the effect of an adverse criticism of any policy or action of the College or detrimental to
the interests of the college.
f) No employee can engage directly or indirectly in any trade or any private tuition or
undertake employment outside his official assignment, whether for any monetary gain or
not.
g) An employee against whom insolvency proceedings are commenced in the court of Law
shall forth with report full facts thereof to the college.
h) An employee against whom Criminal Proceedings are initiated in a Court of Law shall
immediately inform the competent authority of the college regarding the details thereof.
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i) No employee shall, except with prior permission of the competent authority, have
recourse to law or to the press for the vindification of any official act of the College
which has been the subject matter of criticism or attack of defaming character.
j) Whenever an employee wishes to putforth any claim or seek redressal of any grievance,
he/she must forward his/her claim in writing through proper channel to the competent
authority and shall not forward any such advance copies of her application to any higher
authorities unless the competent authority has rejected his/her claim or refused redressal
of the grievance or has delayed the matter beyond reasonable time.
k) An employee who commits any offence or dereliction of duty or an indisciplined act or
misconduct or does an act detrimental to the interest of the College is subject to an
enquiry and punishment by the competent authority. However, any employee aggrieved
with the decision of the competent authority may appeal against such punishment or
decision within 15 days of the receipt of orders of the decision to the Management and
decision of the Management thereon, is final and binding on the employee.

l) No employee shall participate in strike or incitements therefor or similar activities, such
as, absence from work, protest, demonstration or neglect of duties or participate in hunger
strike etc., Violation of this rule will tantamount to misconduct and attract deterrent
punishment.
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
a) All employees are liable for disciplinary action for disobedience, misconduct and
dereliction/negligence of duty. However, such disciplinary action shall be taken after
establishing the grounds on which the disciplinary action is initiated and after a fair
opportunity has been provided to the employee to defend himself/herself.
b) As part of the disciplinary action, the following punishments for good and sufficient
reasons may be imposed upon the employees of the Institution, after establishing the guilt
of the employees about dereliction/negligence of duties or misconduct or any other
indisciplinary or reprehensible conduct or behavior or any act detrimental to the interest
of the institution.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Censure
Withholding increments/promotion
Recovery from his salary whole or part of any pecuniary loss caused to the College
due to negligence of duty or breach of orders
Suspension
Removal from Service
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vi)

Dismissal from Service

c) If the competent authority feels it necessary to constitute an enquiry committee as a part
of the procedure for taking disciplinary action, the enquiry committee shall consist of one
chairman and three members – HODs from among Senior Faculty members to be
nominated by the competent authority.
d) An employee can appeal on any punishments imposed upon him/her to the Management
/Governing Body as the case may be within 15 days from the date of receipt of the orders
and the Management will consider the appeal and take such decision or action as deemed
fit in the matter and communicate the decision taken to the employee within 15 days.
e) The Management has the right to repeal or amend or modify any of the above rules or
regulations at any time as deemed necessary in the interest of the college.
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND ACADEMIC RESPONSIBILITY
4.1 Introduction
The basic functions of the College are the advancement and dissemination of
knowledge, the development of critical intelligence, and the education of citizens and
professional workers for the society of which the College is a part.
The indispensable condition for the successful discharge of these functions is an
atmosphere of intellectual freedom. Unless he/she is free to pursue the quest for knowledge and
understanding, wherever it may lead, and to report and discuss the findings, whatever they may
be, the College faculty member cannot properly perform his/ her work. As a participant in an
enterprise that depends upon freedom for its health and integrity, the faculty member has a
special interest in promoting conditions of free inquiry and furthering public understanding of
academic freedom.
Freedom entails responsibilities. It is incumbent upon the faculty member to accept the
responsibilities which are concomitant with the freedom he or she needs.
Those responsibilities are: 1) to students, 2) to society, 3) to colleagues, 4) to the College
and 5) to the larger community which the College serves. To make these responsibilities
operational, it is necessary that ethical and professional standards be adopted to guide faculty
members in their conduct and that effective mechanisms be established to monitor and enforce
compliance with these standards.
4.2 Responsibilities towards Students
As a teacher, the faculty member has the responsibility for creating in his/her classroom
or laboratory a climate that encourages the student’s endeavors to learn. The faculty member
should exemplify high scholarly standards and respect and foster the student’s right to choose
and pursue his or her own educational goals.
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i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

v.

The faculty member must make clear the objectives and outcomes of the course or
program, establish requirements, set standards of achievement and evaluate the student’s
performance.
The faculty member has the responsibility to meet classes as scheduled and when
circumstances prevent this, to arrange equivalent alternate instruction.
The faculty member has the responsibility to teach courses in a manner that is consistent
with the course description and credits published in the syllabus book approved by the
B.O.S and with the announced objectives and outcomes of the course. He or she must not
intentionally interject into classes material or personal views that have no pedagogical
relationship to the subject matter of the course.
In order to facilitate student learning, faculty members should present the appropriate
context for course content. While challenge is essential to good teaching, challenge is
ordinarily most effective when students are adequately prepared to deal with course
materials. On controversial issues within the scope of the course a reasonable range of
opinion should be presented. When the faculty member presents his/ her own views on
such issues, they should always be identified as such. Wherever values, judgments, or
speculative opinions constitute part of the subject matter, they should be identified as such
and should not be offered as fact.
The faculty member owes to the student and the Institute a fair and impartial evaluation of
the student’s work. Such evaluation should be consistent with recognized standards and
must not be influenced by irrelevancies such as religion, race, sex, or political views, or be
based on the student’s agreement with the teacher’s opinion pertaining to matters of
controversy within the discipline.

vi.

Every student is entitled to the same intellectual freedom which the faculty member
enjoys. The faculty member must respect that freedom. Restraints must not be imposed
upon the student’s search for or consideration of diverse or contrary opinion. More
positively, the faculty member has an obligation to protect the student’s freedom to learn,
especially when that freedom is threatened by repressive or disruptive action. The
classroom must remain a place where free and open discussion of all content and issues
relevant to a course can take place.

vii.

The faculty member has obligations as an intellectual guide and counselor to students. He
/ she has a responsibility to be available to students for regular counseling. In advising
students, every reasonable effort should be made to see that information given to them is
accurate. The progress of students in achieving their academic goals should not be
thwarted or retarded unreasonably because a faculty member has neglected his/ her
obligation as advisor and counselor.

viii.

Faculty members are expected to hold regularly scheduled office hours and reasonably
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available for appointments with students.
ix.

The faculty member should conduct himself or herself at all times so as to demonstrate
respect for the student. He/she should always respect the confidence deriving from the
faculty-student relationship.

x.

The faculty member must avoid exploitation of students for personal advantage. For
example, in writings and oral presentations, due acknowledgment of their contributions to
the work should be made.

xi.

In order that students can make knowledgeable choices about whether to take a particular
course, it is the faculty member’s responsibility to provide, on the first day of class, a
course syllabus, in either electronic or paper format, containing the following information:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The instructor’s name, designation, department Contact hours for doubt clarification
Objectives and outcomes of the course;
Course content and schedule of topics;
List of readings and/or other anticipated course materials;
Expectations for attendance, assignments, and examinations;
Dates and times of any examinations scheduled outside of class time;

5.3 Responsibilities towards Society:
Society has a vital stake in maintaining the College as an institution where knowledge can
be sought and communicated. The faculty member has an ethical responsibility both to make full
appropriate use of that freedom in his or her teaching and research and to guard it from abuse.
More specifically:
i.
A faculty member is committed to a lifetime of study. Although no one can know
everything, even about a limited subject, he/she must constantly strive to keep abreast of
progress in his or her field, to develop and improve his or her scholarly and teaching skills,
and to devote part of his or her energies to the extension of knowledge in his or her area of
competence.
ii.
The faculty member has the responsibility of being unfailingly honest in research and
teaching. He or she must refrain from deliberate distortion or misrepresentation, and must
take regular precautions against the common causes of error.
iii.
In order to maintain or increase effectiveness as a scholar, a faculty member may find it
advantageous to assume certain obligations outside the College, such as consulting for
government or industry, or holding office in scholarly or professional societies. Such
activities are appropriate in so far as they contribute to his or her development as a scholar
in his or her field, or at the very least, do not interfere with that development. On the other
hand, acceptance of such obligations primarily for financial gain, especially when such
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activities may be incompatible with the faculty member’s primary dedication as a scholar,
cannot be condoned.
5.4 Responsibilities towards Colleagues:
As a colleague, the faculty member has obligations that derive from common membership
in the community of scholars. He/she respects and defends the free inquiry of associates and
avoids interference with their work. In the exchange of criticism and ideas, he or she shows due
respect for the rights of others to their opinions. He or she refrains from personal vilification, and
acknowledges contributions of others to his/ her work. When asked to evaluate the professional
performance of a colleague, the faculty member strives to be objective.
4.5. Responsibilities towards the Institution:
The faculty member’s primary responsibility to his or her Institution is to seek to realize
his or her maximum potential as an effective scholar and teacher. In addition, the faculty member
has a responsibility to participate in the day-to-day operation of the Institute. Among the faculty
member’s general responsibilities to the Institute, the following may be particularly noted
i.
When a faculty member acts or speaks as a private person, he or she should make clear that
his or her actions and, utterances are entirely his/ her own and not those of the Institute.
ii.
The faculty member must never attempt to exploit his or her standing within the Institute for
private or personal gain. The faculty member may, on appropriate occasions, cite his/ her
connection with the Institute, but only for purposes of personal identification. The faculty
member must not permit the impression to prevail that the Institute in any way sponsors any
of his/her activities.
iii. Institute facilities, equipment, supplies, and other properties must never be used for personal
or private business.
iv.
A faculty member has the duty to ensure that the regulations of the Institute are designed to
achieve the Institute’s goals as well as being in accord with the principles of academic
freedom. Recognizing the importance of order within the institution, the faculty member
observes the regulations of the Institute, but in no way abdicates his/her right to attempt to
reform those regulations by any appropriate orderly means.
v. Effective faculty participation in the governance of the Institute promotes academic freedom
and the goals of the institution. Each faculty member should take part in his/ her institution’s
decision-making processes to the best of his/her ability and should accept a fair share of the
faculties responsibility for its day-to-day operation.
vi. During periods of disturbance or high tension on campus, a faculty member should take
reasonable steps to prevent acts of violence and to reduce tension.
vii.
Subject to the requirements of this statement and other institutional regulations, a faculty
member determines the amount and character of the work and other outside activities he/she
pursues with due regard to his/her paramount responsibilities within the Institute and
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primary loyalties to-it.
4.6. Responsibilities towards the Community.
As a member of the community, the faculty member has the rights and obligations of any
citizen. However, in exercising these rights, the faculty member must make it clear that he or she
does not speak for the Institute, but simply as an individual. The faculty member does not use the
classroom to solicit support for personal views and opinions. Because academic freedom has
traditionally included the faculty member’s full freedom as a citizen, most faculty members face
no insoluble conflicts between the claims of politics, social action, and conscience, on the one
hand, and the claims and expectations of their students, colleagues, and institutions on the other.
If such conflicts become acute, and the faculty member’s attention to his/ her obligations as a
citizen and moral agent precludes the fulfillment of substantial academic obligations, the
responsibility of that choice cannot be escaped, but the faculty member should either request a
leave of absence or resign his or her academic-position.
FACULTY RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES
5.1 Responsibilities of HoDs:
i.
Dispatch the attendance data of the students to the parents, who secure less than 75%
attendance at the end of every month by regd. Post. By taking signature of the students.
ii.
Daily report of absenteeism of the students of the preceding week must be uploaded in Ecap to enable web master to send SMS to all parents on Monday.
iii.
Quiz and mid examination marks of every semester must be uploaded in E-cap to enable
web master to send SMS to all parents.
iv.
Progress reports of every student must be posted to the parents after every internal
examination under certificate of posting.
v.
Syllabus coverage should be sent to the Principal at the end of every month.
vi.
Feedback reports from the students must be taken twice in a semester.
vii.
At the end of the semester, attendance, condonation and detention report has to be sent to
the Principal, exam cell and accounts.
5.2 Teaching related responsibilities of faculty:
The faculty is responsible for contributing to the teaching programmes of the College
through:
i.
Preparation and submission of lesson plans and schedules as per curriculum and advice of
the department.
ii.
Teaching of assigned courses.
iii.
Shall take up theory subjects, Laboratory, Drawing etc., as entrusted from time to time by
the HoD as decided in departmental academic council meeting.
iv.
Preparation of course material for the courses and for the Technology-Enhanced Learning
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v.

vi.
vii.
viii.

i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.
vi.

i.

ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

(TEL) environment envisaged for the College. This includes developing the web sites for
the courses related.
Faculty is responsible for engagement for each of the scheduled hour as per time-table of
the department. If a faculty member cannot take a class due to a rare pressing engagement,
arrangements must be made to make that hour up, through mutually convenient class work
adjustment/ substitution by a colleague. Such arrangements should be infrequent.
Faculty should not carry the cell phones to class room.
It is their responsibility to get the attendance and update it when they finish their class work
on that day.
Faculty should maintain decorum and decency with their proper dress code.
5.3 Student related responsibilities of faculty:
Shall promote parental interactions and provide the necessary performance reports and
counselling feedbacks from time to time.
Counselling students, Academic advising of students as assigned within the department;
Faculty is expected to be punctual in the class and all other scheduled meetings with the
students. It should try and inculcate in students, by example, the respect for time,
procedures and rules.
Shall take up the theory subjects and Laboratories.
Faculty is expected to be helpful and sympathetic towards the students and their learning
needs.
Availability on campus for interactions with students. Each faculty will maintain at least
one open office hour on three different days of the week for the students. These hours
should be set for students’ convenience and should be announced in the class and posted.
There will still be some students who will need to meet the faculty outside these hours and
adequate arrangements should be made by faculty for these academic interactions.
5.4 Institution related responsibilities of faculty:
Shall attend all such responsibilities like invigilation, timetable preparations, counselling
reports, self assessment, to obtain student feedbacks on the services provided from time to
time and consolidate on various criteria/ opinions so as to improve on overall performance.
Shall maintain attendance registers, log sheets, evaluation and assessment of students for
awarding of internal marks.
All records like attendance registers, log sheets, consolidated marks memos, evaluated
scripts, and question papers should be submitted to the department after completion of
semester / year.
Shall attend external duties as assigned by university authorities.
Setting up of the required laboratories, identifying the equipment, preparing the lab
manuals and periodical updation, management of the laboratories as assigned by the
department.
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vi.

Shall prepare and develop Course Contents, Notes Material, Laboratory Manuals, Power
Point presentations.

vii.

Engaging in activities to promote the advancement of department and Institute programs of
study through curricular development, promotion of student research and scholarship,
assessment, outcome evaluation, etc.;
Engaging in activities to promote the overall advancement of the Campus and Institute
such
as
involvement
in
educational programs, community service (Institute
engagement activities) and student activities.
Helping in the management of student affairs, including sports, cultural and club activities,
management of hostels, and disciplinary functions.
Helping the College in management of the various activities central to an academic campus
including participation in Industrial Visits / Tours.
Participation in departmental and institutional meetings;
Attendance at official Institute functions;

viii.

ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

i.
ii.

5.5 Professional Body:
Engaging in activities to promote individual professional development appropriate within
the faculty member’s primary discipline;
Participation in discipline specific refresher courses including workshops, seminars and
conferences for enhancement of knowledge in their respective fields. In addition, the faculty
is also expected to carry out research work, including consultancy assignments, of high
quality in at least one of the identified research areas.
Within the mission, goals and needs of the department, at this Campus and of the Institute,
the particular skills, talents and inclinations of each faculty member will be respected,
subject to the overall fulfillment of aggregate responsibilities.

3. Workload Norms
Classroom teaching and the work associated with it is the major responsibility of the
faculty. But the College recognizes that it stands to gain stature only through the individual
stature of its faculty, which comes through making significant contributions to the advancement
of knowledge, and through making contributions to the Industry by taking up advanced
consultancy projects.
i.
It is envisaged that a faculty member of the College should work as per the norms of
regulating bodies for teaching and other tasks directly related to teaching. This includes time
spent on preparing and updating the course-site, grading time and formal office hours,
helping student with their difficulties in the courses being taught, and on the maintenance of
course files in electronic format (containing detailed teaching plan used, text-books, copies
of all assignments and teaching materials used, recommendations about desirable deviations,
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ii.

comments about the success of innovations, etc.).
Besides these direct teaching duties, a faculty member is expected to spend remaining hours
per week on activities such as research, extension activities, preparation of teaching aids,
development of computer-based instructional material and other educational software
including books, teachers manual for lab courses, etc., Academic/student administration,
Assigned duties in admissions process, academic/administrative committee work, warden
ship, formal student counselling, etc.

4. Student Evaluation:
The Faculty of the course is responsible for forwarding the internal marks to the students
for the course. It is expected that
i.
Faculty will be absolutely fair in evaluating the students. Any wilful manipulation of student
marks is seen as the most serious infraction of conduct rules.
ii.
The faculty is expected to return to the students the scripts of quizzes, tests, and midsemester examinations within a reasonable time.
iii.
Evaluation / Assessment shall be prepared and maintained and submitted as per the
guidelines of the institution.
5. Consultancy and Sponsored Research
The College expects and encourages its faculty to undertake consultancy and sponsored
research. 40–60% of consultancy fee will be given as incentive for those faculties dealing with
the consultancy.
Benefits for students
The management is pleased to announce the following incentives and rewards for
students. Student securing 1st and 2nd Ranks in a semester a reward of cash prize will be given.
For any University Rank holder (Top 3 Positions) 50% Tuition Fees will be refunded. For others
(4 to 10 Positions) 25 % Tuition Fees will be refunded.
50% of one Professional Society member ship (annual) fees will be paid by management
for Students with more than 80% aggregate.
There will be regular personality development, entrepreneurship development, ethics,
value added course, courses on communication skills, computing skills and placement specific
programs for Students. There will be subsidized add-on skills programs as per industries
requirements. There will be mandatory on industrial tour for all students in II, III and IV B.Tech
students in every year.
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